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Damage to the myelin sheath and the neuroaxonal unit is a cardinal feature of multiple sclerosis; however, a detailed characteriza-

tion of the interaction between myelin and axon damage in vivo remains challenging.

We applied myelin water and multi-shell diffusion imaging to quantify the relative damage to myelin and axons (i) among different

lesion types; (ii) in normal-appearing tissue; and (iii) across multiple sclerosis clinical subtypes and healthy controls. We also

assessed the relation of focal myelin/axon damage with disability and serum neurofilament light chain as a global biological meas-

ure of neuroaxonal damage. Ninety-one multiple sclerosis patients (62 relapsing-remitting, 29 progressive) and 72 healthy controls

were enrolled in the study.

Differences in myelin water fraction and neurite density index were substantial when lesions were compared to healthy control sub-

jects and normal-appearing multiple sclerosis tissue: both white matter and cortical lesions exhibited a decreased myelin water frac-

tion and neurite density index compared with healthy (P< 0.0001) and peri-plaque white matter (P< 0.0001). Periventricular

lesions showed decreased myelin water fraction and neurite density index compared with lesions in the juxtacortical region

(P< 0.0001 and P< 0.05). Similarly, lesions with paramagnetic rims showed decreased myelin water fraction and neurite density

index relative to lesions without a rim (P< 0.0001). Also, in 75% of white matter lesions, the reduction in neurite density index

was higher than the reduction in the myelin water fraction. Besides, normal-appearing white and grey matter revealed diffuse re-

duction of myelin water fraction and neurite density index in multiple sclerosis compared to healthy controls (P< 0.01). Further, a

more extensive reduction in myelin water fraction and neurite density index in normal-appearing cortex was observed in progres-

sive versus relapsing-remitting participants. Neurite density index in white matter lesions correlated with disability in patients with

clinical deficits (P< 0.01, beta ¼ �10.00); and neurite density index and myelin water fraction in white matter lesions were associ-

ated to serum neurofilament light chain in the entire patient cohort (P<0.01, beta ¼ �3.60 and P<0.01, beta¼ 0.13, respectively).

These findings suggest that (i) myelin and axon pathology in multiple sclerosis is extensive in both lesions and normal-appearing tissue;

(ii) particular types of lesions exhibit more damage to myelin and axons than others; (iii) progressive patients differ from relapsing-

remitting patients because of more extensive axon/myelin damage in the cortex; and (iv) myelin and axon pathology in lesions is

related to disability in patients with clinical deficits and global measures of neuroaxonal damage.
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Introduction
The presence of myelin and axon damage—and the inter-

action between them—are major pathological drivers of

neurological disability in multiple sclerosis.1 Still, up to the

present time, the investigation of myelin and axon properties

in multiple sclerosis patients in vivo has been challenging,

owing to the heterogeneity of the disease but also to the lack

of appropriate methodologies to study the complex interplay

between the pathological changes occurring to the myelin

sheet and the neuroaxonal unit.

Multiple sclerosis lesions are heterogeneous in terms of

cellular composition of the inflammatory infiltrate, target of
injury and degree of demyelination and axonal loss.2 In

neuropathological studies, lesion-wise variation has been
observed intra- and interindividually and among lesions in

different locations and at different stages of development.3,4

In fact, periventricular lesions exhibit much more pro-

nounced myelin and axon loss than juxtacortical lesions.5,6

On the other hand, chronic active lesions show a more pro-

nounced axon loss in their inactive centre compared to other

lesions (e.g. acute and inactive), and a surrounding rim with
myelin-phagocyting macrophages and axon end-bulbs.7

Also, previous pathological and imaging studies revealed
that axon/myelin damage is not limited to the plaque area,

but rather extends to the tissue surrounding it.8,9

The pathological characteristics of white matter lesions

seem to be similar between plaques found in patients with

relapsing remitting multiple sclerosis (RRMS) and progres-

sive multiple sclerosis (PMS).2 Nevertheless, the low efficacy

of immunomodulatory therapeutics and higher disability in

PMS patients suggest that there is more extensive diffuse

pathology in PMS compared to RRMS. This damage

encompasses pronounced myelin loss, axon transection/de-

generation, and clusters of activated microglia in normal-

appearing white and grey matter (NAWM, NAGM).10,11

MRI has provided a precious window into the neuro-

pathological features of multiple sclerosis in living patients.

Magnetization transfer imaging (MTI) and diffusion tensor

imaging (DTI) showed the presence and extent of focal and

diffuse changes in both RRMS and PMS patients by exploit-

ing measures such as magnetization transfer ratio, median

diffusivity and fractional anisotropy.12 Yet, despite the

applied measures demonstrating good sensitivity to patho-

logical changes in multiple sclerosis patients, they lack speci-

ficity for both myelin and axon damage.

Myelin water imaging (MWI)13 and biophysical models of

diffusion MRI14 provide more specific surrogate measures of

myelin and axon integrity than DTI and MTI. MWI quanti-

fies the water between myelin layers by distinguishing mul-

tiple water components in T2 relaxometry data and supports

with measures (e.g. myelin water fraction, MWF), which

have been validated post-mortem.15,16 Neurite orientation

dispersion and density imaging (NODDI) mathematically

models multi-shell diffusion data to estimate axon and den-

drite density (neurite density index, NDI) and the orientation

of tissue components in the CNS.17 The advantage of

NODDI over DTI is that NODDI does not assume a

Gaussian distribution of diffusion processes and, hence,

models non-Gaussian diffusion in biological tissue providing

more specific measures of tissue microstructure.18,19 Multi-

compartment microscopic diffusion imaging (MCMDI) is an

alternative technique to the NODDI model that provides

estimates of intra- and extra-neurite compartments in the

brain, which has also been applied to multiple sclerosis

patients.20,21
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Thanks to MRI hardware and software developments, it is

now possible to acquire MWI and multi-shell diffusion data

in clinically compatible protocols, which allow us to simul-

taneously assess the presence, extent and interplay between

myelin and axon damage in living multiple sclerosis patients.

Besides, MWI and multi-shell diffusion may be combined

with other pulse sequences—such as inversion-contrast mag-

netization-prepared 2 rapid gradient echo sequence

(MP2RAGE)22 and 3D segmented echo planar imaging (3D-

EPI)23—that permit us to identify specific lesion subtypes

such as cortical lesions and chronic active lesions.

The goal of the current work was to exploit MWI and

multi-shell diffusion imaging to investigate the relative distri-

bution of myelin and axonal damage (i) in distinct lesion

types—as identified with the help of MP2RAGE and 3D

EPI; (ii) in NAWM and NAGM; and (iii) across different

disease phenotypes, as compared to healthy control subjects.

Further, we then assessed the relationship between NDI/

MWF measures and neurofilament light chain, to determine

whether those measures are related to global biological

measures of neuroaxonal damage in living patients.

Materials and methods

Participants

We enrolled 91 multiple sclerosis patients (62 RRMS and 29
PMS) and 72 healthy controls (Table 1). The inclusion criteria
were: (i) multiple sclerosis diagnosis according to McDonald cri-
teria 201824 and diagnosis of active RRMS or inactive PMS as
defined by Lublin et al.25; (ii) absence of any concomitant psy-
chiatric or neurological disease (excluding headache); and (iii)
absence of contraindication to MRI. The ethical review commit-
tee of the University Hospital Basel (IRB of Northwest
Switzerland) approved the study, and all participants entered
the study following written consent.

Clinical assessment

Multiple sclerosis disability was assessed using Neurostatus-
EDSS (www.neurostatus.net)26 by certified neurologists at Basel
University Hospital. There were only nine patients with
Expanded Disability Status Scale (EDSS) 0 and eight with EDSS
1 in our cohort: those patients showed various levels of mean
MWF and NDI in lesions despite the absence of measurable
clinical disability. Because this absence of a clinical correlate of
focal damage in those patients might be due to several factors
encompassing functional reserve and compensatory mecha-
nisms, we decided to focus on patients with clinical disability,
where the relationship between focal damage and clinical defi-
cits might be less confounded.

Magnetic resonance acquisition and
metrics computation

MRI was performed on a 3 T whole-body magnetic resonance
system (Magnetom Prisma, Siemens Healthcare) using a
64-channel phased-array head and neck coil for radio frequency
reception. The MRI protocols included: (i) 3D FLAIR (repetition
time/echo time/inversion time ¼ 5000/386/1800 ms) and
MP2RAGE (repetition time/inversion time 1/inversion time
2¼5000/700/2500 ms) both with 1 mm3 isotropic spatial reso-
lution; (ii) fast acquisition with spiral trajectory and adiabatic
T2prep (FAST-T2) [spiral repetition time/echo time ¼
7.5/0.5 ms, six T2prep times ¼ 0 (T2prep turned off), 7.5, 17.5,
67.5, 147.5, 307.5 ms, voxel size ¼ 1.25 � 1.25 � 5 mm3, scan
time ¼ 4.5 min, as described in Nguyen et al.27]; (iii)
multi-shell diffusion (repetition time/echo time/d/D/resolution ¼
4.5 s/75 ms/19 ms/36 ms/1.8 mm3 isotropic with b-values 0/700/
1000/2000/3000 s/mm2 with 12/6/20/45/66 measurements, re-
spectively, per shell and a diffusion acquisition with 12 measure-
ments of b-value 0 s/mm2 with reversed phase encoding; as well
as (iv) 3D segmented EPI with submillimetre isotropic resolution
(repetition time/echo time/resolution¼ 64 ms/35 ms/0.67 � 0.67
� 0.67 mm3), providing both T2* magnitude and phase
contrast.

In FAST-T2, the robustness of the MWF map against noise
propagation is achieved by judiciously sampling the T2 signal at
a very short echo time (0.5 ms) to maximize sensitivity to the
fast-decaying myelin water component, and also by utilizing a
local spatial smoothing constraint in the multi-exponential data
fitting (Nguyen et al., 2016) (Fig. 1).27 As in Nguyen et al.,27

we used an adiabatic T2prep design based on a 0� modified
BIR-4 pulse.28 This symmetric pulse consisted of a reverse half
passage, a full passage, and a half passage adiabatic pulse sepa-
rated by two equal time delays of length echo time/2. A previ-
ously proposed spatially local smoothness constraint29 was
incorporated in the three-pool non-linear fitting by jointly solv-
ing the minimization problem over all brain voxels at once. The
regularization parameter k was determined by calculating MWF
maps for different k values in a healthy subject and selecting the
one that provided an MWF map with the best visual quality.
This optimized value was then fixed for all of the subjects
enrolled in this study.

Diffusion images were denoised30 and corrected for motion
and eddy-currents.31 Two different diffusion models were used.
NODDI,17 which is a state-of-the-art model aiming at character-
izing the neurite orientation dispersion (Fig.1), but has two
strong assumptions: (i) fixed diffusivity for all the voxels in the

Table 1 Patient and control demographics

Multiple sclerosis

subjects

Healthy

control subjects

Sex, n (male/female) 91 (35/56) 72 (29/43)

Age, years, mean 6

SD

46 6 14 36 6 12

EDSS score, median
(range)

2.5 (0–8) –

Disease course,

RR/PMS

62/29 –

Disease-modifying

therapy (n)

Untreated (10) –

Interferon-beta (1)

Glatiramer acetate (1)

Dimethyl fumarate (13)

Fingolimod (5)

Natalizumab (2)

Rituximab (10)

Ocrelizumab (49)

SD ¼ standard deviation.
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brain tissue whole-brain voxels; and (ii) applicability to single-
bundle voxels (very few locations in the brain). Due to these
limitations we investigated a second advanced diffusion model,
MCDMI.21 MCDMI integrates the spherical mean technique to
handle orientation dispersion and fibre crossing populations,
allowing more accurate estimations in whole-brain voxels. From
both models, we estimated the NDI, which corresponds puta-
tively to the intra-axonal volume fraction. The results are
termed NODDI-NDI and MCMDI-NDI.

Phase images collected with a 0.67 mm isotropic 3D-EPI ac-
quisition23 were recently shown to provide high sensitivity at
3 T for detecting chronic active lesions with paramagnetic
rims.32 These phase images are interpreted after an automatic
analytical phase unwrapping procedure and removal of large
background gradients with Gaussian filtering (Fig. 1).

Quantitative susceptibility mapping (QSM) is a field-to-
source inversion method to map the local susceptibility sour-
ces in the tissue from the shift in the magnetic field created by
these sources which can be measured from gradient echo
data. In this study, QSM were reconstructed from 3D EPI
data by unwrapping phase, removing the background
field through Projection onto Dipole Fields algorithm, and
using the morphology-enabled dipole inversion algorithm
to compute the susceptibility from the local field as in
Liu et al.33 (Fig. 1).

Lesion identification and
segmentation

Automatic segmentation of white matter lesions was performed
by using an in-house deep-learning based method.34 This ap-
proach consists of a cascade of two convolutional neural net-
works and was adapted to take as input FLAIR and MP2RAGE
MRI contrasts. Manual correction of automatic white matter le-
sion masks was performed on FLAIR (by R.R. and C.G.).
Manual detection of cortical lesions on MP2RAGE was done
by two experienced readers by consensus (R.R. and C.G.), and
cortical lesions were divided into intra-cortical lesions and leu-
kocortical lesions according to Guerts et al.35

Lesions with a paramagnetic rim (Rimþ) on both 3D-EPI
unwrapped phase and 3D-EPI QSM images were identified by
two raters (P.M. and M.A. for phase and R.R. and C.G. for
QSM) and were then manually refined by separating confluent
Rimþ and Rim� lesions in original white matter lesion masks
on FLAIR. Of 265 lesions on unwrapped phase and 183 lesions
on EPI QSM were Rimþ, 159 lesions exhibited paramagnetic
rims on both sequences.

To estimate the relative proportion of myelin and axonal
damage in white matter lesions, we calculated the %MWF and
%NDI reduction in white matter lesions as follows: (mean
MWF/NDI in the mirror region of interest in the contralateral

Figure 1 Axial images in one exemplary multiple sclerosis patient. (A) FLAIR, (B) MWF map, (C) NODDI-NDI map, (D) MP2RAGE,

(E) 3D-EPI QSM and (F) 3D-EPI unwrapped phase. Red/Blue triangles show white matter lesions (A–C), cortical lesions (D) and lesions with

paramagnetic rim (E and F).Note: Figure Replacement Requested.
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hemisphere � mean MWF/NDI in lesion) �100 / the value in
the mirror region of interest in contralateral hemisphere. For
this purpose, all lesions exhibiting contralateral normal-appear-
ing mirror areas were selected in the lesion masks. In total, 85
lesions were selected and the mirror regions of interest were
then manually contoured.

White matter and cortex
segmentation

To segment the brain into whole white matter, cortex, deep grey
matter structures, and ventricles we used the imaging software
package FreeSurfer (v.6.0, surfer.nmr.mgh.harvard.edu).36

NAWM and NAGM masks were obtained by subtracting white
matter and cortical lesion masks from white matter and cortical
masks. An in-house algorithm was used to automatically pro-
duce two two-voxel layers of NAWM surrounding the lesions;
hereafter denoted as peri-plaque-1st (PP-1st) and peri-plaque-
2nd (PP-2nd). White matter masks were divided into three
regions: periventricular (i.e. area within 3 mm from ventricle
wall), juxtacortical (i.e. area in 3 mm from the boundary be-
tween white matter and cortex), and deep white matter (i.e. area
between periventricular and juxtacortical).

Voxel-based analyses for
normal-appearing white matter

NAWM maps were co-registered patient-wise to a reference
brain (standard MNI152 space) using a rigid-body registration
in FMRIB Software Library (FSL).37 As previously performed,38

in NAWM we excluded voxels that were (i) not present in at
least 50% of subjects; and (ii) filled missing data with the group
mean value of those voxels present in group subjects. We then
performed a voxel-wise comparison of MWF, NODDI-NDI,
MCMDI-NDI maps between patients and control subjects by
using the randomize tool of FSL with threshold-free cluster en-
hancement (TFCE) clustering. P-values < 0.01 were considered
statistically significant.

Vertex-wise analysis for
normal-appearing grey matter

A customized volume-to-surface mapping algorithm was applied
to voxels assigned to the grey matter ribbon by Free Surfer—i.e.
voxels with voxel centres located between the white and pial
surfaces were registered and scattered into a standard surface. A
smoothing kernel of 10-mm full-width at half-maximum was
used. The whole-depth NAGM of MWF, NODDI-NDI, and
MCMDI-NDI maps was resampled on inflated cortex, and a
generalized linear model (GLM) analysis was conducted
for comparison among groups with age and sex as covariates.
P-values < 0.01 were considered statistically significant.

Serum neurofilaments quantification

Neurofilaments were quantified in serum collected within
1 month of the MRI (serum neurofilaments) using a single mol-
ecule array assay.39

Statistical analysis

Based on previous histopathology and imaging findings, we
hypothesized that: (i) cortical/white matter lesions and
NAWM and NAGM are damaged compared to healthy tissue
in healthy controls and show different extents of myelin and
axonal damage; (ii) chronic active lesions exhibit more axon-
al and myelin damage compared to other white matter
lesions; (iii) peri-plaque tissue is abnormal, and the extent of
pathology is proportional to lesion pathology and decreases
with distance from lesions; (iv) myelin damage outweighs
axon damage in multiple sclerosis lesions; (v) the extent of
damage differs between RRMS and PMS patients; and (vi)
clinical disability and serum neurofilament levels are associ-
ated with myelin and axonal damage.

Statistical analysis was performed using R-project (www.r-pro
ject.org) and GraphPad Prism version 8.0.0 for Windows,
GraphPad Software, San Diego, California USA. Kolmogorov-
Smirnov’s test was used to assess the normality of data. Paired
t-test, non-parametric Mann-Whitney test, and Kruskal-Wallis
test with Dunn’s test for multiple comparisons correction,
were used for paired two-group analysis, unpaired two-group
analysis, and more-than-three group analysis, respectively.
All values, including intra-lesional, homogeneous non-
lesional normal-appearing tissue and peri-plaque tissues, were
automatically extracted in both lesion-wise and average
patient-wise manners.

For serum neurofilament measures, a logarithmic transform-
ation was applied to comply with normality assumption.
Correlation studies between MRI measures, serum neurofila-
ments and EDSS were performed using a GLM, with age and
gender as covariates. The GLM was performed for the whole
sample and for patients with clinical deficits only (EDSS >1). A
two-tailed P< 0.05 was considered statistically significant.

To model the respective contribution of NDI and MWF to
the separation of white matter lesion/cortical lesion versus the
corresponding normal-appearing tissue and the relative
normal tissue in healthy controls, we used multinomial logis-
tic regression and a penalized40 logistic regression as
sensitivity analysis.

Data availability

The data that support the findings of this study are available
upon reasonable request.

Results

Cortical and white matter lesions

The number, volume, and regional distribution of white

matter lesions and cortical lesions are detailed in Table 2.

White matter lesions were found in all multiple sclerosis

patients: periventricular lesions in 89/91 (98%) patients, jux-

tacortical lesions in 91/91 (100%) patients. Cortical lesions

were found in 41/91 (45%) multiple sclerosis patients, leu-

kocortical lesions in 38/91 (42%), and intra-cortical lesions

in 16/91 (18%). Cortical lesions were more common in

PMS than in RRMS (P¼ 0.017). The quantity of lesions

with paramagnetic rims detectable in both EPI phase and
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EPI QSM images was not different in PMS when compared

to RRMS (all P> 0.05).

Axon and myelin in distinct
multiple sclerosis lesion types

In white matter lesions, the average MWF and NODDI-NDI

were lower compared to NAWM in patients and white mat-

ter of healthy control subjects (all P< 0.0001, Fig. 2A and

B). The average MCMDI-NDI was also lower compared to

NAWM and white matter of healthy controls (both

P< 0.0001, Supplementary Fig. 1). In cortical lesions, the

average NODDI-NDI and MWF were lower compared to

NAGM in patients and grey matter of healthy controls

(both P< 0.0001, Fig. 1D and E). Also, the average

MCMDI-NDI was lower compared to NAGM and grey

matter of healthy controls (P¼ 0.014 and P¼ 0.018, respect-

ively) (Supplementary Fig. 1).

Figure 1C shows that myelin and axon content in white

matter lesions were proportional to each other (Spearman’s

r¼ 0.4901, P< 0.0001) and there was a large variation in

MWF and NODDI-NDI in white matter lesions.

Periventricular lesions exhibited lower MWF and NODDI-

NDI compared to juxtacortical lesions (Fig. 2G–I,

P< 0.0001 and P¼ 0.024, respectively). MCMDI-NDI was

also lower in periventricular lesions compared to juxtacorti-

cal lesions (P< 0.0001, Supplementary Fig. 1). Although

there was no difference in MWF between periventricular

and juxtacortical regions in healthy controls (P¼ 0.0741),

NODDI-NDI and MCMDI-NDI were lower in periventricu-

lar regions compared to juxtacortical regions in healthy con-

trols (both P< 0.0001). Like white matter lesions, cortical

lesions exhibited proportional myelin and axon content

(Spearman’s r¼ 0.4372, P< 0.0001, Fig. 2F), yet there was

large variation in MWF and NODDI-NDI across cortical

lesions. Rimþ lesions exhibited lower NODDI-NDI and

MWF compared to Rim� lesions (both P< 0.001, Fig. 2J–L).

MCMDI-NDI was also lower in Rimþ lesions compared to

Rim� lesions (P¼ 0.001, Supplementary Fig. 1).

We modelled NDI with MWF by using a multinomial logis-

tic regression with (i) MWF and NDI as independent varia-

bles; and (ii) tissue types (i.e. lesions, normal-appearing tissue

and healthy tissue) as dependent variables. By doing this for

both white matter and cortical lesions, we determined that

both MWF and NDI explain to a certain extent the differen-

ces between the three tissue types, but NDI appears to separ-

ate the three tissue types better than MWF (Table 3 and

Supplementary Fig. 2) in white matter; for the model related

to cortical lesions neither NDI nor MWF could significantly

explain the separation of the tissue types. To address the sep-

aration between lesions versus healthy tissue and lesions ver-

sus normal-appearing tissue, we further estimated two

penalized logistic regression models as suggested40 as sensitiv-

ity analysis. These analyses confirm the superior role of NDI

in separating tissue type for white matter lesions, show a trend

for NDI also for separating cortical lesions from normal-

appearing tissue and a very small but significant contribution

of MWF in separating cortical lesions from healthy tissue.

Pathology around multiple sclerosis
lesions

Peri-plaque tissue in white matter and cortical

lesions

MWF and NODDI-NDI increased from the white matter

lesions to PP-1st and from PP-1st to PP-2nd (Fig. 3A–C);

MWF: all P< 0.0001, NODDI-NDI: all P< 0.0001. In add-

ition, MCMDI-NDI increased from white matter lesions to PP-

1st and from PP-1st to PP-2nd (all P< 0.0001, Supplementary

Fig. 1). However, MWF, NODDI-NDI, and MCMDI-NDI

were not significantly different among white matter-HC

(healthy controls), PP-1st, and PP-2nd (all P> 0.05).

Cortical lesions had lower MWF compared to PP-1st and

PP-2nd (both P< 0.001). Cortical lesions also had lower

NODDI-NDI compared to PP-1st and PP-2nd (P¼ 0.03 and

P< 0.001, respectively). However, the average NODDI-NDI

and MWF in PP-1st and PP-2nd were similar (Fig. 3D and

E). MCDMI-NDI is significantly lower in cortical lesions

compared to PP-1st and PP-2nd (both P< 0.05,

Supplementary Fig. 1). However, MWF, NODDI-NDI and

MCMDI-NDI were not different among grey matter-HC,

PP-1st, and PP-2nd (all P> 0.05).

Peri-plaque tissue in lesions with and without a

paramagnetic rim

NODDI-NDI, MCMDI-NDI and MWF were not different

in PP-1st and PP-2nd around the Rimþ lesions compared to

Rim� lesions (all P> 0.05).

Normal-appearing brain tissue

Normal-appearing white matter

The average MWF and NODDI-NDI values in NAWM was

not significantly different from that in white matter of

Table 2 Lesion count and volume in white matter and

cortical lesions

Lesion location Median (range) Mean 6 SD

Cortical lesion count 0 (0–113) 6.5 6 17

Cortical lesion volume, mm3 0 (0–1783) 195 6 439

IC lesion count 0 (0–25) 0.6 6 2.7

IC lesion volume, mm3 0 (0–236) 8.1 6 30

LC lesion count 0 (0–88) 4.9 6 13

LC lesion volume, mm3 0 (0–1718) 178 6 406

White matter lesion count 47 (1–201) 54 6 42

White matter lesion volume, mm3 5115 (23–64 359) 8602 6 10 881

PV lesion count 8 (0–27) 10 6 7

PV lesion volume, mm3 285 (0–6650) 913 6 1381

JC lesion count 31 (1–152) 40 6 34

JC lesion volume mm3 1847 (7–36 435) 3885 6 5623

IC ¼ intracortical; JC ¼ juxta-cortical; LC ¼ leuko-cortical; PV ¼ periventricular; SD

¼ standard deviation.
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Figure 2 MWF and NODDI-NDI in different types of multiple sclerosis lesions. (A and B) Box plots showing that MWF and NDI in

white matter lesions (WMLs) is lower than MWF and NDI in NAWM and white matter in healthy controls (WM-HC). (C) NDI-MWF scatter

plots in white matter lesions. (D and E) Box plots showing that MWF and NDI in cortical lesions (CL) is lower than in NAGM and grey matter in

healthy controls (GM-HC). (F) NDI-MWF scatter plots in cortical lesions. (G and H) MWF and NDI are lower in periventricular (PV) lesions

than in juxtacortical (JC) lesions. (I) NDI-MWF scatter plot in periventricular and juxtacortical lesions. (J and K) MWF and NDI are lower in

Rimþ lesions than in Rim� lesions. (L) NDI-MWF scatter plot for white matter lesions with and without paramagnetic phase rim on both 3D

EPI unwrapped phase and 3D EPI QSM images. (M and N) MWF and NDI were not different between RRMS and PMS. (O) NDI-MWF scatter

plots for white matter lesions in RRMS versus PMS. NDI; NODDI-NDI. ***P< 0.0001; **P< 0.001; *P< 0.05. ns ¼ not significant; WM ¼ white

matter.
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healthy controls (Fig. 2). However, voxel-wise analysis using

TFCE randomized clustering showed that (i) both MWF and

NODDI-NDI were diffusely reduced in some clusters of

NAWM voxels compared to white matter of controls

(Fig. 4, P< 0.01); and (ii) the area of NDI reduction

exceeded the area of MWF reduction. The voxel-wise ana-

lysis performed with MCDMI-NDI maps showed similar

results to that obtained with NODDI-NDI.

Normal-appearing grey matter

The average MWF value in NAGM was lower compared to

grey matter of healthy controls (P< 0.0001). The average

NODDI-NDI value in NAGM was not significantly different

from grey matter of healthy controls (Fig. 1). Yet, vertex-

wise cortical surface analysis of MWF and NODDI-NDI

showed areas in which MWF and NODDI-NDI were

reduced in multiple sclerosis NAGM compared to grey

matetr of healthy controls (Fig. 4, P< 0.01). Vertex-wise

analysis performed with MCDMI-NDI maps showed similar

results to that obtained with NODDI-NDI.

Axon versus myelin pathology

White matter lesions showed a variable reduction in MWF

and NODDI-NDI (0.4–80% MWF; 6–72% NODDI-NDI)

compared to contralateral mirror region of interest in

NAWM (Fig. 5A and Supplementary Fig. 2). Percentage

MWF reduction was less than %NODDI-NDI reduction in

white matter lesions (P< 0.0001) (Fig. 5B). In 26% of

lesions the %MWF reduction was more than the

%NODDI-NDI reduction, and in 74% of lesions the

%NODDI-NDI was more than the %MWF reduction.

There was no difference in %MWF and %NODDI-NDI

among periventricular, deep white matter, and juxtacortical

lesions or between RRMS and PMS (all P> 0.05).

Relapsing-remitting versus progressive multiple

sclerosis patients

The average NODDI-NDI and MWF in white matter lesions

were not different between RRMS and PMS patients (both

P> 0.05). In accordance, lesion-wise analysis revealed a

Table 3 Multinomial and penalized (Firth’s) logistic regression for white matter and cortical brain regions

Comparison Variable OR Cl P-value

White matter regions

Multinominal logistic regression

WMLs versus NAWM Intercept 12 030 141.99

WMLs versus NAWM NDI 0.00 [0.00–0.00] <0.01

WMLs versus NAWM MWF 2.46 [1.14–5.29] 0.0214

WMLs versus WM-HC Intercept 27 040 504 475 680.04

WMLs versus WM-HC NDI 0.00 [0.00–0.00] <0.01

WMLs versus WM-HC MWF 2.59 [1.03–6.52] 0.0425

Penalized logistic regression: WMLs versus WM-HC

WMLs versus WM-HC Intercept 250 871 232 425 437 373 029 656 035 328.00

WMLs versus WM-HC NDI 0.00 [0.00–0.00] <0.01

WMLs versus WM-HC MWF 0.47 [0.13–2.97] 0.343

Penalized logistic regression: WMLs versus NAWM

WMLs versus NAWM Intercept 3 106 304.83

WMLs versus NAWM NDI 0.00 [0.00–0.00] <0.01

WMLs versus NAWM MWF 2.22 [1.11–4.76] 0.0234

Cortical regions

Multinominal logistic regression

CLs versus NAGM Intercept 16.82

CLs versus NAGM NDI 0.00 [0.00–3.15] 0.0643

CLs versus NAGM MWF 1.19 [0.48–2.94] 0.7104

CLs versus GM-HC Intercept 956 307.92

CLs versus GM-HC NDI 0.02 [0.00–7 597 683 390.68] 0.767

CLs versus GM-HC MWF 0.04 [0.01–0.14] <0.01

Logistic regression: CLs versus GM-HC

CLs versus GM-HC Intercept 917.72

CLs versus GM-HC NDI 0.02 [0.00–6 283 872.23] 0.686

CLs versus GM-HC MWF 0.21 [0.09–0.48] <0.01

Logistic regression: CLs versus NAGM

CLs versus NAGM Intercept 8.88

CLs versus NAGM NDI 0.00 [0.00–8.57] 0.0849

CLs versus NAGM MWF 1.11 [0.51–2.43] 0.7870

CI ¼ confidence interval; CLs ¼ cortical lesions; GM-HC ¼ grey matter in healthy controls; OR ¼ odds ratio; WM-HC ¼ white matter in healthy controls; WML ¼ white matter

lesion.
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similar pattern of NDI and MWF distribution in PMS and

RRMS lesions (Fig. 2M–O).

There was no difference in voxel-wise analysis in NODDI-

NDI and MWF across NAWM voxels between RRMS and

PMS. However, vertex-wise analysis showed areas across

NAGM in which MWF and NODDI-NDI were lower in

PMS compared to RRMS (Fig. 4, P< 0.01).

Correlation analysis between advanced MRI

measures, disability and serum neurofilaments

MWF and NDI in white matter lesions did not correlate

with EDSS when the entire cohort of patients was consid-

ered. However, a post hoc sensitivity analysis found that—in

patients with clinical deficits (EDSS> 1)—NDI in white mat-

ter lesions was associated with EDSS (NDI: P< 0.01,

beta¼�10.00; n¼ 74).

We also found that MWF and NDI in white matter lesions

were related to serum neurofilaments (MWF: P< 0.01,

beta¼ 0.13; NDI: P< 0.01, beta¼�3.60) when the entire

cohort of patients was considered, but this correlation was

not significant after adjusting for T2 lesion volume.

However, when only patients with EDSS> 1 were consid-

ered, white matter lesion MWF correlated with serum neuro-

filaments (beta¼ 0.12 and P< 0.05) also after covariation

for T2 lesion volume.

Discussion
In this study, we simultaneously measured MWF and NDI

to explore the interplay between myelin and axonal damage

in different categories of focal lesions, in normal-appearing

tissue, and across multiple sclerosis subtypes compared to

healthy subjects.

By leveraging MWI, multi-shell diffusion and magnetic

resonance contrasts that are sensitive to both white matter

lesions and cortical lesions, we studied focal axon and mye-

lin pathology in both white matter and the cortex.

MWF and axonal density were markedly decreased in

both white matter lesions and cortical lesions compared to

NAWM/NAGM and healthy tissue, hereby confirming pre-

vious neuropathological studies.1,41 Besides, axon and

Figure 3 Peri-plaque white matter around multiple sclerosis lesions. (A) Axial 3D FLAIR image [with segmentation of white matter

lesions (WMLs; red), PP-1st (blue) and PP-2nd (green)]. (B and C) Box plots showing that MWF and NDI gradually increase from white matter

lesions to PP-1st and PP-2nd. (D and E) Box plots showing that MWF and NDI in cortical lesions (CL) are less than in PP-1st and PP-2nd.

***P< 0.0001; **P< 0.001; *P< 0.05. ns ¼ not significant.
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myelin pathology centrifugally decreased with distance from

the lesions core as shown in prior pathological and imaging

works.10,42,43 Additionally, MWF and NDI in white matter

and cortical lesions were proportional to each other—across

all lesions in white matter and in the cortex—suggesting that

axon and myelin damage are synchronized and/or driven by

a common pathological event.44,45

However, as showed in previous neuropathology stud-

ies,19 NDI is also sensitive to myelin content. Our study pro-

vides new evidence in living subjects, that NDI contributes

more than MWF to differentiate lesions from normal-

appearing tissue and lesions from healthy tissue in white

matter. This suggests that the reported differentiation is not

driven by the myelin sensitivity of NDI, but rather by its sen-

sitivity to the intra-axonal water compartment.

Still, neuropathological works reported that there is a sub-

stantial variability in the extent of myelin and axonal dam-

age across multiple sclerosis lesions due to the dynamic

interplay between acute and chronic inflammatory demyelin-

ation, remyelination and loss of chronically damaged

axons.46-48

Indeed, we have shown that periventricular lesions exhib-

ited more myelin damage than did juxtacortical lesions, sug-

gesting a higher rate of myelin loss and/or lower repair

capacity. These findings confirm previous neuropathological

and PET studies suggesting lower remyelinating capacity

and higher tissue damage in periventricular compared to jux-

tacortical lesions.6,47,49 Juxtacortical regions are in fact char-

acterized by more numerous and more efficacious

oligodendrocyte precursor cells (OPCs), compared to peri-

ventricular regions50-52; likewise, periventricular regions are

more prone to damage due to diffusion of demyelinating

antibodies and myelin-reactive immune cells from ventricles

than other brain areas.53,54

We also characterized the profiles of axon and myelin

damage in chronic active lesions: those are plaques

Figure 4 Comparison of NDI and MWF in normal-appearing brain tissue between patients and controls. Top row: (A–D)

Compared to healthy subjects (HC), multiple sclerosis (MS) patients show a widespread NODDI-NDI reduction in normal-appearing white mat-

ter and—to smaller extent—a diffuse MWF reduction. Bottom row: There are patchy reductions in MWF and NODDI-NDI in the normal-appear-

ing cortical surface of multiple sclerosis patients versus healthy controls and in PMS versus RRMS patients.Note: Figure Replacement Requested.

Note: Figure Replacement Requested.
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characterized by activated microglia/macrophages at the le-

sion border, which exhibit a paramagnetic rim on suscepti-

bility weighted images.55,56 Neuropathological studies

showed that those lesions are characterized by extensive and

ongoing damage to both myelin and axons56; also, a recent

imaging study revealed that their presence is associated with

higher disability in patients.55 Extending these works, we

showed in vivo that chronic active lesions contain substan-

tially lower amounts of myelin and axons than other mul-

tiple sclerosis lesions, hereby shedding light into the

mechanisms driving increased disability in multiple sclerosis

patients with this type of lesion compared to patients

without.

Furthermore, when we compared the relative myelin and

axonal content among white matter lesions, it appeared

that—in a large majority of lesions—axonal damage out-

weighed myelin damage. Interestingly, this finding did not

seem to be influenced by the anatomical location of white

matter lesions, since we did not observe differences between

periventricular, juxtacortical and deep white matter lesions.

Higher axon than myelin damage in white matter lesions

may be caused by differences in lesion age and remyelinating

capacity.6,48,57 Alternatively or in addition, it may be due to

a primary axonal pathology, as previously suggested.45,58,59

On the other hand, since we normalized the axon/myelin

content by the corresponding NAWM in the contralateral

hemisphere, the variability in NAWM damage may have in

part influenced our assessment; similarly, our measurements

may have been influenced by a different degree of sensitivity

to myelin and axonal damage of MWF and NDI,

respectively, although previous MRI-pathological studies

suggest that it is similar.17,18,60

In NAWM, we measured a widespread MWF and NDI re-

duction compared to the corresponding areas in healthy sub-

jects, with a prevalent decrease in NDI. Remarkably, we did

not find any difference in myelin or axonal content in

NAWM between RRMS and PMS patients. Numerous pre-

vious imaging studies showed alterations in NAWM in mul-

tiple sclerosis patients.12 Reduced magnetization transfer

ratio, increased T2 and T1 relaxation times, or altered mean

diffusivity were reported in NAWM, suggesting various

degrees of white matter microstructural alterations outside

multiple sclerosis lesions.61-64 Adding to previous know-

ledge, we have now shown a broader decrease in axonal

density than in myelin content in NAWM. Consistent with

our results, neuropathological investigations of NAWM

have shown that primary demyelination, in contrast to

microglial activation and axonal transection, is not a fre-

quent finding in NAWM.10,11,65

With respect to the cortex, our vertex-wise analysis

showed focal areas of myelin and axon damage throughout

the NAGM, which were more extensive in PMS than in

RRMS. Neuropathology studies also showed widespread

neuronal loss and demyelination in NAGM, which might be

associated with meningeal inflammatory infiltrates that are

particularly evident in PMS.10,11 In accordance, MTI66,67

and DTI68,69 showed lower magnetization transfer ratio,

lower fractional anisotropy, and higher mean diffusivity in

NAGM of multiple sclerosis patients, with a more robust

change in PMS compared to RRMS.

Figure 5 Alteration in MWF versus NDI in multiple sclerosis white matter lesions. (A) Percentage of MWF and NODDI-NDI decline

for individual white matter (WM) lesions relative to mirror region of interest in contralateral hemisphere (individual multiple sclerosis white mat-

ter lesions are shown with numbers). (B) Bar graph shows that NODDI-NDI decreases more than MWF in multiple sclerosis lesions

(***P< 0.0001).Note: Figure Replacement Requested.
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A pivotal finding of this study is the presence of axonal

damage independent of demyelination in both focal white

matter lesions and in NAWM. These findings are also in line

with previous spectroscopy studies showing a very early dif-

fuse reduction of a N-acetylaspartate in NAWM in RRMS

patients70 and an increase in lipid levels at the site of future

multiple sclerosis lesions.71 Pathologically, this may be

related to primary oligodendrocytopathy leading to axonal

damage via disruption of oligodendrocyte-neuron cross-

talk72-74 or to direct damage to the neuroaxonal unit.75-77

It is still unclear whether RRMS and PMS are different

entities or different presentations of the same entity. Our

data show that distribution of axon and myelin pathology in

both focal lesions and in NAWM is similar between RRMS

and PMS, which is coherent with neuropathological studies

suggesting that lesions in PMS and RRMS are qualitatively

similar.2,78 Nonetheless, we also found remarkably wide-

spread reductions in myelin and axonal content in NAGM

in PMS compared to RRMS patients, which may explain the

different clinical phenotype.

Last, we found that imaging surrogate markers of myelin

and axon pathology in white matter lesions—and not in

normal-appearing tissues—are correlated with disability and

serum neurofilaments. This is in line with previous reports

by showing that magnetization transfer ratio—another sur-

rogate measure of both myelin and axonal damage—is

mostly related to disability when measured in lesions and

not in the normal-appearing tissue79 but apparently contra-

dicts other works showing that NAWM/NAGM abnormal-

ities are related to disability.80,81 The latter, however, were

mostly univariate studies, which focused solely on the contri-

bution of normal-appearing tissue abnormalities to disabil-

ity, without taking lesion properties into account.

Interestingly, the associations between those imaging

markers and disability/serum neurofilaments were evident

and stronger in patients with clinical deficits only compared

to patients with no disability. Those patients exhibited very

heterogeneous damage in lesions but overall shorter disease

duration than patients with EDSS >1 (median disease dur-

ation 2.4 versus 7.7 years; P< 0.01). Hence, it may well be

that those patients experience a higher functional reserve

and more effective mechanisms compensating for structural

damages, which is often the case at early disease stages.82

Methodologically, we applied MWF and NDI, which pro-

vide surrogate—not direct—markers of myelin and axon

characteristics. Despite their sensitivity and specificity al-

ready having been separately assessed in post-mortem stud-

ies,13,19 future work should focus on providing knowledge

on their sensitivity/specificity in relationship to each other.

Also, the study of MWF suffers from the limitation of non-

isotropic voxel acquisitions, which may have decreased the

sensitivity to myelin damage. On the other hand, NODDI

suffers from the limitation of assuming a fixed diffusivity for

all the voxels in the brain tissue, which may hamper its sen-

sitivity and specificity. Because of this, we confirmed the

results obtained with NODDI-NDI by using MCDMI-NDI,

another model applicable to multi-shell diffusion data that

estimates the diffusivity voxel-wise. Last, we did not acquire

diffusion data with multiple echo times,83 which would have

helped to minimize the influence of myelin-water on NDI es-

timation: however, we statistically modelled the contribution

of both NDI and MWF to the separation of lesion, normal-

appearing and healthy tissue, hereby showing that NDI is

providing statistically independent information from MWF

to achieve an optimal separation of tissue types in white

matter. Future work should further expand the current find-

ings by attempting to achieve a better specificity of NDI

maps, through targeted data acquisition schemes.

In conclusion, by applying advanced MRI measures we

have further characterized the complex interplay between

myelin and axon damage in vivo in multiple sclerosis

patients. Our data extend existing knowledge from previous

imaging studies and are compatible with concepts derived

from neuropathology. Longitudinal studies are warranted to

explore the temporal dynamics of pathological changes in

brain microstructure in multiple sclerosis.
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